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transition to hospice should include a de-escalation of
T hemedications
other than those that provide symptomatic
relief or improve quality of life. However, the study by Zueger
et al. 1 reports that about one-third of patients admitted to
hospice continue at least one limited benefit medication
(LBM). This problematic practice carries risk of drug-drug
interactions, polypharmacy, burden on caretakers, and cost
although the authors acknowledge that risk-benefit of continuing LBMs is not equal across classes.
Despite risk, patients and families may hesitate before
discontinuing LBMs for chronic conditions after years of
counseling from providers about risk reduction. Sera et al.
speculate that continuing chronic medications such as
antiplatelets in patients with end-stage dementia have longer
than expected clinical course when compared with hospice
patients with a progressive cancer diagnosis.2 Additionally,
discontinuing medicines may carry risk. There are concerns of
rebound acid hyper-secretion causing dyspepsia after
discontinuing proton-pump inhibitors after 8 weeks of therapy.3 Further studies investigating specific classes of LBMs are
needed to provide clinical indication for discontinuation.
The study identifies factors predictive of continuing LBMs
(hospice location and patients prescribed many pre-hospice
LBMs) which should serve as a launchpad for quality improvement interventions for these at-risk groups. Further investigation should include the context surrounding medication

reconciliation at hospice admission and the more common use
of hospital-designed order sets through electronic health
records.
The SEER database is a trove of data. One evocative
datapoint addressed in the study is that pre-hospice medications averaged 15.7. With such significant pre-hospice medication burden, why did the authors determine outcome measurement to be continuation of just one LBM? Does the
continuation of one LBM suggest continuation of other
LBMs? These results could further illustrate the burden of
LBMs on patients, caretakers, and healthcare system.
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